Linear dimensional changes in plaster die models using different elastomeric materials

Abstract: Dental impression is an important step in the preparation of prostheses since it provides the reproduction of anatomic and surface details of teeth and adjacent structures. The objective of this study was to evaluate the linear dimensional alterations in gypsum dies obtained with different elastomeric materials, using a resin coping impression technique with individual shells. A master cast made of stainless steel with fixed prosthesis characteristics with two prepared abutment teeth was used to obtain the impressions. References points (A, B, C, D, E and F) were recorded on the occlusal and buccal surfaces of abutments to register the distances. The impressions were obtained using the following materials: polyether, mercaptan-polysulfide, addition silicone, and condensation silicone. The transfer impressions were made with custom trays and an irreversible hydrocolloid material and were poured with type IV gypsum. The distances between identified points in gypsum dies were measured using an optical microscope and the results were statistically analyzed by ANOVA (p < 0.05) and Tukey’s test. The mean of the distances were registered as follows: addition silicone (AB = 13.6 µm, CD = 15.0 µm, EF = 14.6 µm, GH = 15.2 µm), mercaptan-polysulfide (AB = 36.0 µm, CD = 36.0 µm, EF = 39.6 µm, GH = 40.6 µm), polyether (AB = 35.2 µm, CD = 35.6 µm, EF = 39.4 µm, GH = 41.4 µm) and condensation silicone (AB = 69.2 µm, CD = 71.0 µm, EF = 80.6 µm, GH = 81.2 µm). All of the measurements found in gypsum dies were compared to those of a master cast. The results demonstrated that the addition silicone provides the best stability of the compounds tested, followed by polyether, mercaptan-polysulfide and condensation silicone. No statistical differences were obtained between polyether and mercaptan-polysulfide materials.
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Introduction

Successful dental prosthesis is dependent upon the dimensional precision of impression materials and techniques. The cervical limits of abutment teeth, especially when they are located in subgingival regions, can be unsatisfactory because of the challenges involved in obtaining accurate impressions. This is because the impression materials are not able to keep away gingival tissues, thus methods are needed to handle such tissues to better reproduce structural details in these regions.1-3 Many me-
Mechanical, chemical or chemical-mechanical methods have emerged to facilitate gingival retraction.4-5

Today, many clinicians employ the individual shell technique with mechanical gingival retraction that was initially described by Cannistraci.6 Livadiatis7 favoured the technique of orienting the impression material distribution to mould the gingival sulcus without additional procedures such as retractor wires or chemical substances. However, even with mechanical gingival retraction, the tissue trauma or gingival bleeding is minimal.

Aside from the impression technique, the materials used are also very important in order to obtain gypsum casts. Addition silicones, mercaptan-polysulfides, and polyethers are the most common additives for this procedure.8-17

The thickness of the impression material, in addition to the effects of temperature and the materials used, influences the mould, producing excessive distortion of the impression.9,10 The individual shell technique is advantageous because the thickness of the material is less and it thus produces only minor dimensional changes in the impression.9,10

In this way, the objective of this study was to analyze the linear dimensional changes of those dental impression materials. The hypothesis was that there was significant difference on the linear dimensional alterations in gypsum dies obtained with different elastomeric materials.

Material and Methods

One master cast was made with stainless steel, simulating two posterior abutment teeth prepared to receive a fixed prosthesis intercalated between two bridges. The occlusal and vestibular surfaces were marked reference points named A, B, C, D (occlusal), E, F, G, and H (vestibular). In this way, inter abutment distances AB, CD, EF and GH can be identified, as shown in Figure 1. The distances between the points (2,538 µm) were measured microscopically (Mitutoyo SC-6” – COOE TOO-113, Mitutoyo INC, Kanagawa, Japan). These measurements were compared to those obtained from gypsum casts from a master cast made using the different elastomeric materials.

To ensure the correct positioning of the master cast and the tray, a device aimed at standardizing the position during the impressions was utilized. This device holds the master cast enveloped in a container fabricated with condensation silicone (Elite Double 8, Zhermack, Badia Polesine, RO, Italy) and three resin abutments (Clásico – Artigos Odontológicos, S/A, São Paulo, SP, Brazil) juxtapositioned on a glass plate with dimensions of 12 x 8 cm.

In the lateral portions of the container were two fixed pivot-abutments to prevent the horizontal displacement of the tray, and in the opposite lateral section, another pivot was fixed to support the cable of the tray while preventing its vertical displacement.

To make the shells, the prosthetic abutments of the master cast were reproduced by alginate (Jetrate, Dentsply, Petrópolis, RJ, Brazil) and a partial perforated tray, thus producing the preliminary cast (Herodent – Vigodent, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil). Forty shells made of acrylic resin with the correct cervical adaptation were produced from this preliminary cast.

One individual tray was made to transfer the shells. This tray was composed of a posterior length, and two grooves to allow the tray to keep the same position on the device during the impression, thus preventing all displacement.

The shells were each filled with the four group impression materials to obtain the impressions, five repetitions each, thus resulting in twenty samples. The groupings are as follows; Group MERC: Impresis...
sion with mercaptan-polysulfide (Permlastic Regular - Kerr, Orange, CA, USA); Group CS: Impression with condensation silicone (Optosil/Xantopren - Heraeus-Kulzer, Wasserburg, Germany); Group AS: Impression with addition silicone (Aquasil Soft Putty/Aquasil LV - Dentsply do Brasil, Petrópolis, RJ, Brasil); Group POLY: Impression with polyether (Impregum F - Espe, St. Paul, Minnesota, USA).

A thin layer of adhesive was applied to the shells, as recommended by the manufacturer. After the drying of the adhesive, the impression material was put on the shells, and the shells were slowly positioned on the abutments in the master cast. A static load of 400 g was applied to the shells during the polymerization of each material. All steps were done by one operator.

In order to remove the shells, the individual trays were filled with alginate (Jeltrate- Dentsply, Petrópolis, RJ, Brazil) and positioned on the master cast, maintaining the shells in the position favored by the device for the placement of the master cast and tray.

After evaluation, the impressions were poured with special gypsum (Velmix – Kerr, Orange, CA, USA) followed by spatulation in a vacuum for 5 minutes. To further diminish the formation of the bubbles, a vibrator (DCL, Campinas, SP, Brazil) was used to pour the impression, and 45 minutes were allowed to elapse in order to harden the gypsum. The cast gypsum was then removed.

After the casts were evaluated via microscopy with a magnification of 30 times and precision of 5 micrometers (MITUTOYO SC-6” – COOE-113, MITUTOYO INC, Kanagawa, Japan), they were measured using the reference points described above, thus allowing us to obtain the dimension of the inter abutment distances.

The dimensions of master casts and the gypsum casts were obtained by the same observer who had no previous knowledge regarding which group of impression material was used in the casts. The measures of each point were made three times and the final mean was considered to be the distance between the points.

Statistical analysis of the results was performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey test. Values of $p < 0.05$ were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The difference of the distance between the points (AB, CD, EF, and GH) from each gypsum cast in relation to the master cast was registered in micrometers. The measures of the distances between the points (AB, CD, EF, and GH) were analyzed separately and the mean of the dimensional changes of each of the utilized materials and the standard deviation are reported in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the percentages of alteration related to the master cast.

**Discussion**

This study accepted the hypothesis that there was significant difference on the linear dimensional alterations in gypsum dies obtained with different elastomeric materials.

In the clinic, the dental surgeon faces the possibility of destroyed dental elements. According to the level of the destruction of such teeth, professionals have the option to recommend direct or indirect restorations.

One of the most important steps in the indirect metallic or non-metallic restoration is obtaining an accurate impression of the tooth to be restored and its adjacent tissues in attempt to reproduce the correct relationship among all of the structures in the buccal cavity.

In line with this, researchers have established the use of a shell similar to an individual dental tray for a prepared tooth, like an abutment tooth, thus allowing more control of the minimal thickness of the material and generating a smaller disturbance compared to an individual dental tray. With regard to gingival retraction, Dimashkieh and Morgano reported that the use of the retractor wire was the most popular treatment in comparison to a shell. However, this method takes more time and requires the use of chemical agents that could damage local tissues, cause undesirable systemic effects, and alter the polymerization of the rubber material. In this work, gypsum die abutments from impressions with addition silicone presented lower
distortion. (Table 1) This was most likely due to the insignificant contraction of the material. In the dental office, this situation enables an accurate adaptation of the metallic structure. The results of the present study confirm the excellent dimensional stability and the reproduction of details achieved when using this material, as described previously.11-13

The condensation silicone shows low resistance to rip and higher deformation than other elastomeric materials, and increased distortion when it is stored prior to pouring. The dimensional instability may be due to ethyl alcohol, which could be produced as a by-product of the chemical reaction of this silicone. This was confirmed by comparison of the addition and condensation silicone, indicating the first is a choice material.12

The data from the present study confirmed the dimensional instability of the condensation silicone, since the casts from the impressions made with this material presented a higher dimensional linear alteration of the inter abutment teeth (AB = 69.2 µm, CD = 71.0 µm, EF = 80.6 µm, GH = 81.2 µm). Therefore, we do not recommend the use of condensation silicone in this technique.

To further elucidate the characteristics of polyether, the authors evaluated this common dental clinic material. High elasticity of the polyether was observed. There was difficulty in the removal of the shell and transfer of the impression. However, the shells were removed and carefully repositioned on an alginate mold. The dimensional stability of this material was noted; the abutment dies were a little larger than the master cast (Table 1), but this difference was not clinically significant.

The polyether has a higher modulus of elasticity than mercaptan-polysulfide and the silicones, and it frequently does need a substantial force for its removal from the buccal cavity.11 The rigidity and inferior resistance to ripping of the polyether prevented its indication for use in interproximal and subgingival prepared tooth areas. Thus, the authors recommend applying a large amount of material between the tray and prepared tooth area with this compound. The polyether is stable, has less of a permanent deformation than polysulfide, and good reproduction of structural details. The high degree of dimensional stability is explained by the absence of volatile products during polymerization.

Another studied material was polysulfide. It presented similar results to those of polyether. The dimensional stability of polysulfide is low because of the loss of volatile components causing significant contractions in the impression.14 The dimensional change of the mercaptan-polysulfide was also due to handling of the material, time of mixture, time of waiting to pour the impression, amount of material, morphological characteristics of the tray, and accommodation of the adhesive.15

However, the mercaptan-polysulfide had the same measures of inter-abutment distances as the polyether and addition or condensation silicones.
when an individual tray was used.\textsuperscript{16,17} The polysulfide presented better results than the addition or condensation silicones in the study of the capacity of copy of elastomeric materials.\textsuperscript{12} Despite the abominable smell, fast time of handling, prolongable time of polymerization, and high sensitivity to temperature and humidity, the mercaptan-polysulfide has an effective union with the tray, proper adhesive, and flexible time for the pouring of impressions, low cost, and higher resistance to ripping.

Although many works have confirmed the dimensional instability of mercaptan-polysulfide,\textsuperscript{14} other researchers agree with its good quality.\textsuperscript{16-17} Besides that, in this work, the minimal thickness of the material obtained in the use of the individual shell allowed the secure impression. Therefore, materials not good for obtaining impressions, when used together with the other techniques (i.e.: individual shell), have their qualities raised.

The American Dental Association (ADA) admits dimensional changes of elastomers less than 0.5\% are clinically acceptable. The addition silicone showed 0.57\% of alteration related to the master cast, followed by 1.49\% of polyether, 1.50\% of the mercaptan-polysulfide and 2.97\% of condensation silicone. The authors observed that the addition silicone was the most stable material, while condensation silicone had the higher mean of distortion.

The dies obtained by impression with polyether and mercaptan-polysulfide showed a similar interabutment distance and casts a little bigger than the master cast. This is clinically important because it provides space for the cement agent. Therefore, the polyether and the mercaptan-polysulfide are materials that could indicate the use of the individual shell technique.

The impression materials are produced as a solution to the limitations of the older materials. Thus, dental professionals should be informed about the advantages and disadvantages of each material to adequately use them in clinical practice. As such, the professional will be able to adjust the more precise reproduction of the prepared tooth, aiming for final satisfaction in the case.

\textbf{Conclusions}

According to results, it is possible to conclude:

- The addition silicone showed the best stability compared to the three other groups, followed by polyether, mercaptan-polysulfide, and condensation silicone.
- Condensation silicone was significantly different from the three other groups.
- Polyether and the mercaptan-polysulfide did not present a significant difference from each other, but they were worse than addition silicone and better than condensation silicone.
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